
 
 
 
 
 
Addendum No. 2    

   
   
   
Date Issued: February 3, 2022   
 
 
RFP Name:  Carpet, Stair Treads, Cove Base, Rubber Tile Landings and LVT for District Buildings 
RFP# 2022-PUR-003 
 
Below are the questions received and the answers are in red. 

1. Nowlin Elementary-Why is there “NA” in the space on the bid sheet where 
stair tread pricing should go? Will the admin office area “check in” area 
that is currently SVT receive carpet now or LVT? 

We will remove the NA, since we are requesting pricing on these. 
Admin area that is currently SVT will be LVT. 

2. Ott Elementary- Will the small area of VCT just inside the library entry 
remain? If not, what will be replacement flooring? 

It will be carpet. 
3. Glendale Elementary- Why is there “NA” in the space on the bid sheet 

where stair tread pricing should go? 
We will remove the NA, since we are requesting pricing for the 
stairs leading to the basement. 

4. Independence Academy- Why is there “Stair Treads Only” in the space on 
the bid sheet where stair tread pricing should go? Will 4” base be used in 
all areas? 

We will remove it since we are requesting pricing on stair treads 
and rubber tile. YES 4" base can be used in the areas that is 
needed. 

 
5. Mill Creek Elementary- No questions 



6. Randall Elementary- Is the secured entry to be part of the base bid? If so, 
what material does it receive? Will 4” base be used in all areas? 

No secure entry does not need to be part of the base bid. 4" base in 
all areas. 

7. Spring Branch-Does the stage receive base? 
Yes, stage is to receive base. 

8. Van Horn- Why is there “NA” in the space on the bid sheet where stair 
tread pricing should go? There are some rooms that have wood base and 
quarter round existing. Will this trim need to be removed? Can it be 
removed and reused? This base and quarter round is old and will be hard 
to match if replaced. Please clarify intent. 

We are not doing stair treads in the building, except for inside the 
Library and pricing for these should be included in the whole scope 
of work. Replace wood base and quarter round match stain.  

9. William Southern- Will the storage area in the media center receive new 
flooring? 

Yes, storage in the Media Center is to receive new flooring. 
(Carpet). 

  

 


